Abstract

Overcurrent protection devices are utilized for safe reliable and efficient operation of power systems, and also to prevent the detrimental effects of faults in power systems [1]. Errors during design of protection systems and calculation of protection device threshold can lead to malfunctions and damages of power system components, leading to considerable costs for their replacement and in longer disconnections of power supply to the customers. Therefore it is important to confirm the thresholds of protection devices and to confirm their operability before commissioning.

Modern hardware and software tools allow to analyze and to detect possible design errors, using development of detailed models of protection devices, and modeling of operation conditions. Modern microprocessor based overcurrent protection is very complex and multifunctional however existing simulation models of overcurrent protection are highly tailored and don’t have the ability to use it to validate settings of protection equipment.

There is a generalized simulation model of overcurrent protection device using SimPowerSystems (MATLAB/Simulink) is presented. The overcurrent protection has features of instantaneous, time delay protection and earth fault protection.

The presented model was done after preliminary analysis of operation principles and functional structures of microprocessor based relays of leading
foreign manufacturers such as: Siemens, MerlinGerin (SchneiderElectric), Areva, Mechanotronika.

**MAIN TEXT**

The analysis of the operation principles and functional structures of microprocessor based protection [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] like instantaneous overcurrent protection, definite time overcurrent protection and earth fault protection revealed that all of them could be presented in one generalized functional diagram showed on figure 1.
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Figure 1. The generalized functional diagram of overcurrent protection.

The functional diagram showed on figure 1 consists of three main parts. The measurement part consists of current and voltage analog inputs, which are allow receiving measurement signals from current, voltage and zero-sequence-current transformer.

The converter part consists of analog-to-digital converter and digital filter. The analog-to-digital converter is using to convert analog signals from current and voltage transformers to digital form. The digital filter is using to extract fundamental signals and also to anti-aliasing effects. The digital filter used here is a low pass digital FIR filter.

In the logical part obtained root-mean-square values of current and voltage are fed to protection algorithm block. If input current value exceeds the threshold value, relay will turn on timer, which realizes time delay. Time delay value depends on protection type. For instantaneous overcurrent protection time delay doesn’t set up, for definite time overcurrent protection time delay is setting up depending on distance to power supply from protection device place.
The simulation model of overcurrent protection including instantaneous overcurrent protection, definite time overcurrent protection and earth fault protection implemented using SimPowerSystems (MATLAB/Simulink) [8] interactive tool showed on fig.2.

To the inputs of model three-phase current value and zero sequence current value are coming up. Analog-to-digital converting realized using ZeroOrderHold block, which is available in DiscreteLibrary. To noise filtering LowpassFilter block is used. DownSample block is used in order to reduce sampling rate, it is helps avoiding anti-aliasing effects. The Fourier block is used to extract periodic component of short circuit current. The 3-PhaseSequenceAnalyzer block is used to obtain zero-sequence-current. Protection algorithm realized using comparison and Bistable trigger blocks, time delay realized using On/OffDelay block. Obtained short circuit current and zero-sequence-current values compare with threshold value, which are come from threshold setting block. The overcurrent device output is produces control signal (TripSignal) to switching device.

CONCLUSION

Developed the generalized model of overcurrent protection is allows to simulate operation and emergency conditions of power systems, and also gives
possibility to control parameters, which are influence to protection device tripping.

The simulation model allows validating calculated threshold values and settings, and detecting power system conditions which lead to malfunctioning of protection devices.
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